Clothespin Dolls
Materials Needed
Wood clothespin (see common types at right; dimensions on Page 2
Pipe cleaner
Fabrics - lightweight solids or tiny prints
Lacy eyelet 2” wide or larger, binding removed and pressed flat (6”for
pantaloons, 5” for petticoat)
Lace, ribbons, skin-colored embroidery floss
Flat wood base
Patterns for clothes (attached)
Paints for face/hands, legs, base, face and other details
Optional: fine waterproof pen(s) for face details
Optional: viscose or embroidery floss for hair
White tacky glue
Clear fingernail polish OR Fray-Check
Decorative trims, accessories, hat
Chocolate!

Tools you need to bring
Wood drill with medium sized bit
Small, sharp scissors
Sandpaper: Medium grit and fine grit
Tweezers
Medium and fine-tip paintbrushes
Ruler
Needle and thread to match fabric
Pencil
Toothpicks
A few straight pins
Heavy pointed needle OR awl OR old sewing machine needle (for turning sleeves)

PREPARING THE CLOTHESPIN
1. Drill clothespin just under widest “shoulder”, going all the way through (see photo at right). Sand
head of clothespin with medium grit sandpaper; repeat with fine grit until the front is smooth. Sand
bottoms of pin legs, making the tips flat and level (so that the doll can be relatively self-standing) and
sand legs smooth enough to paint. Sand rest of clothespin as needed to remove burrs or splinters.
Sand oval wooden base.
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2. Paint bottom 2” of clothespin legs as desired. Paint head and neck of clothespin with your desired
flesh tone and let dry. Sand lightly and apply a second coat. Repeat as needed to get a smooth
surface. Use pencil to sketch an irregular hairline. Add simple facial features with paint and a very
fine brush OR fine-tip waterproof pens. When paint or markers are COMPLETELY dry, burnish the
doll face with your thumb for a few minutes and it will be very smooth. Let dry and apply a thin coat
of varnish. Paint or stain wooden base.
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3. Cut pipe cleaner to approximately 3” for vintage head, 3½” for modern or craft head. Insert into predrilled hole and pull until arms are even. Trim back pipe cleaner fluﬀ at the tips. Cut four 2” pieces of embroidery
floss. Apply glue around one end of the pipe cleaner, and attach two floss pieces criss-cross to cover the wire tip.
Trim oﬀ excess floss. Glue one end of a 8” to 10” piece of embroidery floss from the elbow to the hand. Smear a bit
of glue over one side of the area to be covered. Starting at the criss-cross, wrap floss tightly in a single layer around
the arm; secure loose end with tacky glue. Let dry and trim oﬀ any loose ends.
Optional: Apply a few coats of paint over hands and arms, using the same paint you used on the doll’s face. This will
secure the wrapping and give it a more skin-like texture. Or leave the floss visible for a more primitive look!
To secure the arms, pull arm to one side, place a blob of glue near the hole, and pull the other arm to bring back in
place.
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MAKING THE CLOTHING
Pantaloons:

Cut two pieces of eyelet about 2” long (test length
by wrapping around a leg). Glue one cut edge
over the other to make a tube and let dry. Test fit
for bottom edge, showing as much of the
clothespin leg as desired. Apply tacky glue around
the top of one clothespin leg, then slide an eyelet
tube to the top and press into the gluey area until
it stays; repeat with the other side.

Notes:
See page 3 for optional petticoat instructions.
Notice that the dimensions for the bodice and skirt are specific to the type of clothespin you are using; see
chart above.

Bodice:

1. Cut a fabric rectangle as indicated in the chart above. Fold in half,
right sides together. Using the measurements in the appropriate pattern,
lightly draw the corners (dashed lines) on the back side of the bodice
fabric with pencil; pin corners together through both layers. Clip through
both layers at outer edge of sleeve end lines about ¼” as shown at right.
2. Unfold fabric. Fold back a tiny bit of
fabric on each sleeve end between the
clips and glue to the back side of the
fabric. If desired, glue a little lace over the
back of each sleeve fold so that it will show on the front side.
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3. Refold fabric with right sides together and repin in place. Sew a seam about ⅛” from the
pencil lines, as indicated in the pattern.
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Remove pins and cut through both layers of
fabric on pencil lines to make sleeves.
For the neckline, mark the center and cut a
shallow oval about ½“ wide. Apply a little FrayCheck or clear nail polish around all cut edges to
prevent fraying.
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4. Cut the front of the shirt open per the dotted green line in the pattern.
Carefully and gently, turn shirt and sleeves right-side out. Finger-press
side seats and sleeves until flat. Pull your doll's arms to the back and
carefully navigate them through the sleeves. Apply a line of glue down
the doll's chest, gently pull a fabric edge in place until smooth, and press
into glue. Repeat with other side, covering the body of the clothespin.
Trim if needed. Cut a piece of fabric or coordinating trim and glue down
the front to cover cut edges.
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Skirt:

5. Measure your “doll” to determine how long the skirt should be. See page 2 for
suggested skirt lengths for your clothespin type. Fold up and glue (or sew) a thin
edge on the longer side for a hem. If desired, glue or sew lace to the hem from
behind OR on top of edge. Hold against the clothespin to recheck length and
trim the unfinished edge if needed.
Note: If you want your skirt to
extend to the floor, add about 1” to
skirt length. Be sure to test length and
positioning before you sew the gathered edge in Step 6 or trim
the fabric.
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6. Cut an 18” long thread and fold in half; knot the end, then
sew a simple running stitch on the unfinished long side for a
gathered waist, about ⅛” from the edge. Leave both ends of
the thread long. Smaller stitches = smaller gathers;
larger stitches = larger gathers.
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7. Fold skirt in half with right sides of the fabric together and pin in place. Starting just
below your double-thread stitch line, glue or sew the back seam to make a tube. Do not
stitch or glue over the double-thread stitching! Secure the bottom hem with a couple of
extra stitches over the edge.
8. Turn the skirt tube right-side out, slide over doll body; position
the seam in the back, and gently pull the waist thread to gather. Tie
thread ends in a secure knot and trim excess thread. Arrange the
gathers as desired. Use toothpick to put a little glue around the
waist to hold the skirt top in place. Let dry. Using fabric, ribbon or
trim, cut a piece slightly longer than the waist and snuggly glue to
skirt top to create a waistband and cover the unfinished edge.
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Glue a small piece of fabric, trim or lace around neck. Get creative
— add additional trim or buttons as desired. Accessories are great
also!
9. Sand clothespin “feet” and make sure they are straight and level. Glue to oval base. Turn upside down until
dry. Congratulations! Reward yourself with a piece of chocolate!
Optional: To add a petticoat, cut a piece of eyelet ½” shorter x 1” smaller than shown in the
chart on page 2, and follow the instructions for making a skirt. Slide petticoat under skirt and
glue to body. Nope, you can’t see it in the photo at left, but it’s there! Buttons and collar were
cut from paper and glued.

See separate instructions for wigging.
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